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Note From The President

Well it’s been several weeks since we’ve been able to walk and I hope you’re all
surviving the “lock down” and have stayed safe and well. I have heard many
stories of those of us who have completed jobs at home that we have been
putting off for a while, been creative with new challenges and those that are
embracing the local walks in their neighbourhood. Its amazing what you see
around you when you stop to take it all in.
The Queensland government has now reduced some of the restrictions which
may allow some of you to access National Parks that will open this weekend
which I’m sure we are all looking forward to. We will post the link to the
website for the parks that are now available. Although we cannot walk as a
club at this stage you can still get out and about.
We need to remember the following
Only travel within 50km from home
Avoid car pooling
Travel and walk with family members from the same household or as individual
with one other person.
Maintain social distancing
Hopefully if we all do the right thing; restrictions will continue to be removed
and we can get back to walking as usual. If you do get out and about send us
your stories, we would love to hear from you.
As a club, we will review the situation further in a few weeks and advise
further.
If you have any questions or concerns do not hesitate to call me.
Scherie Thompson

For the latest information and updates on QLD National Parks, State
Forests and Recreational Areas go to

https://parks.des.qld.gov.au/covid-19/

April Correspondence
In
Sport and Recreation QLD. - Active Clubs successful application information re
requirements
Confirmation of payment for First Aid course
Events Management QLD – community group applications open for Gold Coast
marathon; situation re Covid19 tba
Tracey from Impact First Aid – course on hold
Scenic Rim Council – community events postponed until further notice
BAQ – club activities cancelled until further notice
BAQ club newsletter
BWQ Home-based bushwalking
BWQ - Pilgrimage cancelled
BWQ- Protected Area closures
BOSQ newsletter
Brisbane Catholic Bushwalkers newsletter
Treasurer BWQ – reminder and thanks for insurance surveys
BWQ- insurance brokers will cover individuals engaging in approved club activities, no
precedent for public liability cover. {Note: our club does not have any approved
activities until further notice.}
Scenic Rim Council = website has links to Covid 19 info.
Aila Keto from Australian Rainforest Foundation asking for donations for court case.
Out
Tracey at Impact First Aid - request for address and times
Request for refund from Impact First Aid
Jill Belford

Lynne

Great Ocean Road
16th March to 26th March 2020
5 Ladies from the LBBW decided to join Liz Tanner on her walk of the Great Ocean Road.
We were joined by 5 members of the Gold Coast bushwalkers and met in Melbourne. Liz
arranged collection of most from the airport and a few met in Geelong. Boarding a mini
bus we all travelled towards Lorne grabbing enough food for a few days along the way
(The chaos of panic buying meant the shelves were very limited…crazy really). Had a walk
in the afternoon to the pier before our stay in Lorne overnight. Liz had arranged to walk a
few of the more interesting sections of this walk rather than doing the whole through
walk. We started with Erskin Falls, Teddy’s lookout, Otway park, Swallow Caves,
Cumberland River, Kennets River and Mariners Lookout before arriving at our hostel in
Apollo Bay. Day 2 we drove to Elliot’s Head and completed the loop walk and back to
Apollo Bay. Next day was a drop off at Cape Ottway lighthouse where we walked to Aire
River, some chose to go back to camp after this. A few were dropped back to Cape Ottway
and walked to Blanket bay in the afternoon. The Scenery has been a variety of coastal
cliffs and bush and the weather perfect for walking. Our walk from Castle Cove to
Johanna beach was windy and the occasional shower, a beach creek crossing and strong
headwind but possibly my favourite so far. We decided to head up to Lavers Hill for a
coffee. The weather closed in with so much cloud cover there was not a view in sight. On
we travelled to Melba Gully, absolutely pouring rain but we braved it thinking might only
ever get here once and can I say amazing, if you love fungi as I do …. spectacular.
Arriving in Princetown just after lunch the LBBW crew decided to walk down to the
lookout that overlooked the 12 Apostles 6km walk in total, wind that nearly blew you off
the part of the track on one side and beautiful countryside with sheep on the other. We
truly live in an amazing part of the world. Liz collected us at the end and drove us back to
the hostel. We were pleased we made the effort as we travelled on to the Apostles
lookout the next day which had been closed due to the Coronva Virus outbreak. Not to let
us dampen our spirits we continued on to Island Archway, Razorback, Port Campbell
National Park, Loch Ard Cemetery and few other places along the way. Stayed in
Warrnambool shopping for more supplies (including wine) to last for a few more days. Off
to the Grampians heading into Port Fairy and Tower Hill for a quick walk, Dunkeld for
lunch. Arriving in the early afternoon we headed up to Reid lookout and the Balconies for
a few short walks. The LLBW crew decided to walk back to town along a 6km track that
took us a little longer than we thought, the scenery was amazing. Rock formations we
don’t see here and home in time for dinner which the Gold Coast crew had cooked for us.
We really enjoyed the company of the members of this club, most with years of
experience and many stories and experiences to share. Staying at Halls Gap hostel, this
was the base for the next few days of several day walks in the Grampians. The
accommodation organised by Liz was great, with good kitchen and laundry facilities. A
great trip that’s good value for money considering you have a bus to transport bags, you
only need to carry a day pack and if you don’t mind sharing a room and cooking a meal
it’s perfect. Thank you to Suzanne Kerrison, Su Jewell, Alena Bonaventura and Chris
Symons for a wonderful trip away. Memories we will cherish X
Scherie Thompson

Blast from The Past

Since there isn’t much walking going on and there has been shortage of
walk reports since forever, I looked through old newsletters for couple of
walk reports for the walks completed in April 2004 for a bit of light
reading. Also, can be used for future walks planning. Yes, I want to do
both, sooner rather than later.

MOUNT GILLIES by Robin Watt 04/04/04
We had 7 walkers for this excursion; Lynne, Julie, Marion, Ken, Andrew,
Dave and Robin. After chinwag we left Rathdowney in 3 cars bound for Mt
Barney Lodge carpark. At 8:20 am we were on our way headed south,
climbing gently on the green grassy slopes bidding the young lady recycling
horse manure and nearby grazing horse a good day.
We then turned east and headed down n to a valley to be rewarded with
simply stunning views of Mt Barney. We took smoko here until 9:45am
admiring the green lush countryside.
After turning south again and following the fence we eventually hit a large
rocky group with an outstanding pinnacle, with was signalled the dropdown point for the cave (target of the walk). We hit the cave at 11:10am
and found it quite interesting. Of course, the main point of conversation
became “who had been living in the cave” as lots of kitchen utensils and
other items were evident.
Has a tenant been an escaped prisoner from near by Palen Creek or was it
a city slicker who had a gutful of city life?
A young wallaby shot out of the cave, he seemed to come out form the
cervices in the roof – needless to say, he scared the hell out of some of us.
We soon moved from the cave to the large boulders on top of the ridge,
above the cave and had a lunch. We had the most fantastic views of
Lindsay and Ernest as we lunched.
At 12:15pm we were heading back along the fence and the temperature
was very warm. We hit the rocks, where we had hit the top of the ridge in
the morning and have had our smoko, now we had a big pow wow and
decided we were low on water and it was too hot so we wont go to the
summit of Mt Gillies but to drop down into “unchartered waters” at the
saddle and exit via the creek. This turned out OK, except for a fair bit of
lantana. Spear grass was quite prevalent and a lot of time was spent despare grassing socks at the end of the walk.
We arrived back at the cars at 3pm and then had ice creams and drinks at
Rathdowney.
Thanks, Andrew, for suggesting the walk, it was a good’un.

LAMINGTON FALLS by Marion Laban 18/04/04
This walk starts just a short distance from Stinson Park. There were 5
of us; Robin W, David Nickson, myself, Andrew and Lynne. David drove
us in the Defender as far as he could, and then we started climbing up
the road. Through the gate and up on the private property until it
meets the track that goes between The Stretcher track on left and
Neglected Mountain on the right. We stopped for smoko before
reaching the top of the climb. We had another quick break at the top
just before entering the forested area.
The track is very difficult to follow, as it constantly disappears. The
storm damage didn’t help either. We were confident each time we
found coloured tape that we were on the track once again, I said to
Andrew that it seemed to me the track mostly follows the highest
point along each ridge, which also was a clue to helping us find our
way.
We had another snack before the track started descending. Wek new
from here we had to cut to the left and break through the bush to the
cliff sides to get within range and view of the waterfall. We went a
little further than intended so journeyed back close to the cliff edge to
the point that juts out (a good lookout point) to take in the views of
Lamington Falls. We had a “proper” lunch here. It was an open spot
on the edge.
We set off climbing straight up the slope to find the border track for
our return journey. We came out at the place of a half fallen down
tree, which we remembered passing previously. When we next do the
walk, do you think it will still be there to show the way? Who knows?
Anyhow, we were back finding and losing the track once again until
we finally broke out of the forest and stopped once again for a break
before our descent proper. Just as we reached the old shed on private
property, not far from the end, a huge crash was heard as a tree fell
down. David and Lynne saw it but apparently it was not where we had
just walked.
We soon were back at the cars and we all called in Beaudesert
McDonald’s for a coffee or whatever. Andrew’s whatever was a
chicken burger. When I asked him did, he enjoyed his fish burger, he
said; “Is that what that was?” thinking it was a pretty lousy chicken
burger.
Nevertheless, I did enjoy the day, and am glad to have had a taste of
what the Stretcher track is all about. Maybe one day I’ll get to do
whole thing.

